Home Learning w/c 4th January 2020
Tuesday 5th January
Grammar - Today you are looking at parts of sentence. Have a look at the powerpoint
below and answer the questions.
grammar powerpoint
Maths - This week we are looking at estimating length. Watch the measurement video
below and have a go at one of the challenges. There is a 1 star challenge and a slightly
trickier 2 star challenge. You can complete the measurement sheet using either cm or cm and
mm.
measuring in cm 1 star, measuring in cm and mm 2 star measurement sheet
If you would like to have a go at a further challenge, choose from one of the investigations
below.
tree investigation, jumbled measurements, mugs investigation
Art - Our topic this term is the Celts. Have a look at this video below which shows you how
to draw a Celtic knot.
Celtic knot video
PE - Have a go at this circuit style workout. How many of each move can you complete?
circuit workout
Wednesday 6th January
Literacy/RE - Watch the video introduction below from Miss Ward
Literacy/RE introduction, Jesus's life, syllables video
Maths - Watch the video introduction below from Mr Randall. You are going to learn about
measuring and estimation.
Maths introduction video
Music and French video introduction from Miss Ward
French - Watch the video introduction from Miss Ward then use the video and worksheet
below to complete the task.
Alexa french video, body parts worksheet
Music - Watch the video introduction from Miss Ward. You should listen to the full
performance of 'Hungarian Dance no.5' on BBC Ten Pieces and read the information.

Johannes Brahms - Hungarian Dance no. 5
Thursday 6th January
Click your teacher's name below to hear them reading the story of 'This Moose Belongs to
Me'. You should listen to this story as it will help you with some writing you are going to do
soon.
Mrs Snook, Mr Randall, Miss Ward
Grammar - You are going to have a further look at parts of a sentence and create some of
your own sentences. Watch the video below by Mrs Snook, who will explain your task. You
will need to write a sentence for each number.
Mrs Snook grammar video
Maths - Today you will learn all about capacity. Watch the video lesson below from Mr
Szuplewski who will explain all about different capacities. Then choose one of the star
challenges below. 1 star is a little easier, with 3 star being a bit more difficult.
Mr Szuplewski maths video, 1 star task, 2 task, 3 star task
Topic - We move to our new topic about the Celts. Watch the introductory video from Miss
Ward and then use the documents to create your timeline.
Celts video, timeline 1, timeline 2, card sort sheets
After you have finished this task, for a further challenge, see if you can research Celtic
warriors in Egypt. Why were Celtic warriors there? What did they do? How did they get
there? You might like to do some more general research in Celts. You could make a fact file
all about how the Celts live.
PSHE - Watch the introductory video above from Miss Ward. This term in PSHE, we are
going to be looking into what it means to belong to a community. What is a community?
What communities do you belong to? Have a look at this BBC Bitesize page and do some of
your own research to make a mind map with the word 'Community' in the middle. Remember
to include which communities you and people at home belong to.
BBC Bitesize communities video
Friday 8th January
Literacy – Watch Mrs Snook’s writing video below to find out all about your persuasive
writing task for today.
Mrs Snook’s persuasive writing video
Maths – Today you will take your times tables challenge. You can find copies of the times
tables at the top of this page. Choose the level you are currently working on and time
yourself, giving yourself a 5 minute limit. Then, watch Miss Smith’s video below to take

your driving test. The answers are at the end. Finally, there are a selection of investigations
to do below based on this week’s work. You could have a go at all of them, or have a go at
just one that you feel confident with.
Miss Smith’s driving test video, handspan investigation, pouring problem, capacity 1,
capacity 2, compare the cups
Outdoor Learning – Can you go on a frosty treasure hunt!? Perhaps you can go out for a
walk or look in your garden if you have one. How many different frost covered things can
you find? Perhaps you can take photos of them or make some sketches. Have a look for
frosty cobwebs, frosty leaves, or frosty grass. What is frost? How and why does it form? We
will look forward to seeing or hearing all about the things you find.
Meditation – After your first week of home learning, listen to this guided meditation to help
you relax and clear your mind. Meditation is really good for your brain and can help you to
feel calmer.
meditation video

